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Abstract
Business analysts create billions of slide decks, reports and documents annually.
Most of these documents have well-defined structure comprising of similar content
generated from data. We present AI pptX, a novel AI framework for creating
and modifying documents as well as extract insights in the form of natural lan-
guage sentences from data. AI pptX has three main components: (i) a component
that translates users’ natural language input into “skills” that encapsulate content
editing and formatting commands, (ii) a robust continuously learning component
that interacts with users, and (iii) a component that automatically generates hi-
erarchical insights in the form of natural language sentences. We illustrate (i)
and (ii) with a study of 18 human users tasked to create a presentation deck and
observe the learning capability from a decrease in user-input commands by up to
45%. We demonstrate the robust learning capability of AI pptX with experimental
simulations of non-collaborative users. We illustrate (i) and (iii) by automatically
generating insights in natural language using a data set from the Electricity Trans-
mission Network of France (RTE); we show that a complex statistical analysis of
series can automatically be distilled into easily interpretable explanations called AI
Insights.
1 Introduction
The financial services industry must process huge amounts of data as well as generate a variety
of recurrent reports, including PowerPoint decks, as part of their daily business and operations.
Slide reports are often created based on manual tedious analysis and visualization of underlying
structured data. Billions [Parker, 2001] of slide decks are created across companies and to highlight
the problem’s significance; an internal study revealed that analysts in a department of J.P. Morgan
manually create over 8 million PowerPoint slides every year. We have found through discussions
with domain experts that business analysts often create and periodically update standard reports based
on the most recent financial data. The structure of these reports and underlying data typically do not
change across these periodic updates. In this paper we introduce a novel framework, AI pptX, to
automate the generation of data reports; specifically PowerPoint slides in a real-world setting through
human-AI interaction. AI pptX provides the ability to create and modify content in PowerPoint
presentations through natural language instructions, with the capability to adapt and improve by
learning from experience through human-AI interactions. We further introduce AI Insights that
automatically generates natural language explanations of data and content displayed on the slides in
these presentations.
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2 Framework and Experimental Data
The AI pptX framework consists of three main components based on symbiotic human-AI interactions
(i) Automated Document Generation through Mapping Natural Language, (ii) Learning Natural
Language From Experience Using Knowledge Base, and (iii) Insight Generation from Structured
Data. AI pptX uses (i) to map human language instructions to underlying "skills". Skills refer to
the ability of AI pptX to perform a task successfully. In particular, we refer to tasks that involve
the generation of contents and template formatting that can be automatically executed by AI pptX
on behalf of the human. AI pptX uses (ii) to enable robust continuous learning of mappings and
skills through human feedback, by prompting questions and clarifying human instructions. The
third component generates meaningful hierarchical explanations of the data, by (i) scanning and
processing the data through a set of insight generators, (ii) generating explanations in the form of
natural language sentences, (iii) ranking the insights based on predefined measures of relevance, and
(iv) automatically generating slides to represent the prioritized trends. Our framework is applicable
to any type of insight generators, but in this paper we have implemented insight generators focusing
on the variation of time series compared to historical values, due to the primary relevance of this
analysis in reports typically produced in our industry.
The novelty of the framework lies in (i) applying AI representation and robust continuous learning
techniques to data, (ii) allowing users to combine individual instructions in complex tasks to be saved
for future use, (iii) automatically generating explanations and slides based on the trends highlighted by
AI Insights. AI pptX has great value and impact in the financial services domain given the prevalence
of repetitive tasks in the financial domain by executing instructions. Internally at J.P. Morgan, we
have extensively tested AI pptX on financial data. Specifically, we have developed a prototype to
create a slide deck presentation having content about the financial performance of companies. The
prototype has created excitement among senior business stakeholders and has been showcased to
hundreds of employees in demo sessions.
We support our contributions with experimental results, by enabling 18 users to interact with AI pptX
for creating content. We also showcase the robustness of AI pptX to non-collaborative users with
experimental simulation of a variety of users. Given the confidential nature of the financial data, we
demonstrate the AI pptX framework using a data set [RTE, 2019] from the Electricity Transmission
Network of France to generate content and explainable insights. The RTE data set has comparable
features to the private financial data set. The data set represents the energy production volume in
France by regions and energy sources, with data points available for every 30 minutes from January
2013 to June 2019. Applying the AI pptX framework to a non-financial data set demonstrates the
broad applicability of this emerging technology to other industries. In addition, to make financial
data available for public use, we have launched an effort to create synthetic financial data.
3 Automated Document Generation through Mapping Natural Language
In this section, we introduce how AI pptX parses human language commands and maps them into
skills. AI pptX understands human language instructions [Vittorio et al., 2015] by predicting labels
[T Kollar and Roy, 2014] for every token using a frame semantic parser. The output labels obtained
are used for mapping human instructions to skills that affect content and formatting of slides in
presentation decks. Moreover, AI pptX has the capability to log and save user commands, for future
use. This reduces human effort and time in creating or updating recurrent presentations, which is a
novel contribution of our paper.
Understanding Human Language Instructions AI pptX receives instructions through natural
language commands to perform tasks. AI pptx understands the human language by parsing the
sentence for extracting certain words or phrases and tagging them with labels. These labels are used
for mapping human instructions to skills, which can be executed by AI pptX. AI pptX contains a
trained frame semantic parser for predicting labels of natural language input. The labels we use
to demonstrate the capabilities of AI pptX are (i) action (tasks the user can request), e.g., Create,
Modify, Save, Add, Delete, Execute, (ii) object (content that AI pptX can automatically create),
e.g., Piechart, Histogram, Linegraph, Insights, CompanyBriefingDeck, (iii) data (data source files),
e.g., energy.csv, production.xlsx, and RTE data set, nuclear energy data, (iv) presentation (digital
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presentations where AI pptX can add the slide or object that has been created), e.g., energyreport.pptx,
weekly energy presentation, MonthlyUpdate.json.
The parser is trained on 50 natural language commands (training data), annotated manually with
labels, which are commonly used for creating presentations in the firm. The first step of the training
process is to tokenize the sentences and find the Parts-of-Speech (POS) tag, of every token in the
training data set using the NLTK library [Bird et al., 2009]. AI pptX generates a feature vector
for every word comprising of features based on the POS tags of the current, next, and, previous
words, as well as features that are directly dependent on the current, next, and, previous words
themselves. AI pptX uses conditional random fields (CRF) [Lafferty et al., 2001, Sha and Pereira,
2003, Sutton and McCallum, 2012] as implemented in CRFsuite [Okazaki, 2011], and called through
the python-crfsuite package [Korobov et al., 2018] for training to obtain a resultant CRF model. The
weights w of each feature are learned using the limited memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(L-BFGS) quasi-Newton optimization method [Nocedal, 1980, Liu and Nocedal, 1989]. When the
user interacts with AI pptX and gives a natural language command, AI pptX first tokenizes and
generates the POS tags for each token in the user input. Next AI pptX generates the feature vector
with the same features used during training for every word. Finally the trained CRF model predicts
the labels as an output for each token in the natural language input command from the user. An
example parse of a user command is: "Please [create]action a [Piechart]object using [Energy]data
data and add it in [weeklyreport]presentation ."
Although in general labelling tasks most often require large training sets, 50 commands proved to be
enough for training our parser because (i) The size of our labels set is relatively small, (ii) Limited
variation in natural language input by users to interact with AI pptX, and (iii) Limited number of
skills available for a user to create/modify content and generate AI Insights in digital presentations.
Mapping Human Instructions To Skills AI pptX has the flexibility to use various types of under-
lying data to automatically generate documents such as digital presentations like PowerPoint’s, PDF’s,
etc, and output files such as JSON requests, which are of great significance to business management
and technology teams. We use the predicted output labels for mapping human instructions to skills.
While AI pptX’s framework is widely applicable to any set of skills, we leverage the python-pptx
[Canny, 2019] library for generating PowerPoint decks. Skills can vary depending on different
business usecases, but we broadly classify skills into two types: (i) Atomic, & (ii) Macro Skills.
Atomic Skills refers to tasks that create or modify the contents of one or few slides in a digital
presentation from a single natural language input command from the user. The PowerPoint slides in
fig. 1 are examples of AI pptX automatically generating slides using Atomic Skills. The parameters
of date and title in the slides as well as the location of data values in the data source files are auto-
generated from templates used in recurrent reports, which are common in business teams. Examples of
natural language commands peforming Atomic Skills: (i) "Please [create]action a [Piechart]object about
Energy Production using [RTE data set]data and include it in [’energy report’]presentation presentation." -
fig. 1 (a), and (ii) "Please [create]action a [Histogram Comparison]object of Energy Production using
[RTE data set]data and include it in [’energy report’]presentation presentation". - fig. 1 (b)
Macro Skills can create or modify the contents of many slides or the entire digital presentation from
a single natural language input command from the user. AI pptX creates a predetermined template
“CompanyBriefingDeck”, of 10 slides generating content using “Finance” data, and adds the slides
to a PowerPoint presentation with name “weeklyreport”. Example natural language commands of
Macro skills: "Please, can you [create]action a [CompanyBriefingDeck]object using [Finance]data data
and add it in [weeklyreport]presentation deck."
Saving and Reusing Skills A novel contribution of our paper is the capability of AI pptX to log
and save natural language commands, so we can reuse the saved combination of atomic and macro
skills, adapting to the user’s future business use cases. Saving Skills refer to tasks that allow the
user to encapsulate a combination of atomic and macro skills, as a composite object. This allows
the user to easily perform repetitive tasks in the future by reusing a majority of previous natural
language commands. e.g: "Kindly [save]action the previous [twenty]data human commands as an
object with name [Company Briefing Updated]object." AI pptX has the ability to save the previous 20
commands as a new object with name “CompanyBriefingUpdated”. In particular, this is useful for
future recurrent tasks, because the user can get the new updated deck with just one single instruction
instead of repeating several previously used natural language commands for creating and modifying
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Figure 1: Examples of AI pptX automatically generating slides using Atomic Skills
the deck. This new object created based on the user’s requirements is particularly useful for saving
human time and effort in creating future recurrent presentations.
Reusing Skills refer to previously saved skills that can be reused in the future. This reduces time and
effort for the user when creating recurrent presentations which have similar content and templates.
e.g: "Can you please [execute]action the saved task [Company Briefing Updated]object." AI pptX’s skill
in this use case is to execute the saved object with name “CompanyBriefingUpdated”, based on the
previously saved 20 natural language commands given by the user. The object, encapsulates the
combination of 20 atomic and macro skills saved by the user previously.
The automation introduced by AI pptX has the potential to help business analysts reduce their time
spent in creating and updating PowerPoint slides from over 5 hours to less than 1 minute.
4 Learning Natural Language From Experience Using Knowledge Base
AI pptX can learn from experience, similar to NELL [Mitchell et al., 2015], by interacting with
the user. AI pptX has a continuously learning "Knowledge Base" (KB), which enables the learning
to map between natural language input and skills. The vocabulary used by users in a large firm
can be inconsistent sometimes due to cultural and language differences. For e.g., "graph" could
mean either "Piechart" or "Histogram" depending on an individual user’s intentions. It is difficult to
have a consistent and exhaustive vocabulary mapping list across all users in a large firm. AI pptX
overcomes this limitation by having capability to dynamically adapt and improve its predictions
through interactions with the user for feedback, learning from experience. AI pptX understands
certain parameters from natural language instructions to execute skills for creating and modifying
content in PowerPoint slides.
We define the following parameters used in our experiment: (i) ρ refers to the type of main-concept
(e.g., chart), (ii) ν refers to type of sub-concept (e.g., piechart, barchart) known from prior
knowledge by AI pptX, (iii) ω refers the set of words in the user’s vocabulary (e.g., piegraph,
histogram). The goal of the KB is to learn the mapping between ω and ν. For example, a user
needs to specify the type of chart(main-concept) to create content in a slide (ρ). The user can specify
either a (sub-concept) piechart, barchart, etc. (ν), this sub-concept is declared by the user during
the experiment and used by the KBs for growing their vocabulary. The vocabulary the user employs
to refer to the sub-concepts refers to the set of words ω (piechart can be referred as: pie, piegraph
or pizzachart, while the bargraph can be referred as: histogram or barplot). We use ζ to refer to
the ground-truth sub-concept used during the evaluation phase.
Naive Knowledge Base We first validate our approach by designing a Naive Knowledge
Base(NKB). The NKB aims to learn the vocabulary employed by users referring to a concept
by permanently mapping the first new word wc ∈ ω learned from user input.
Definition 1. Let NKB be the Naive Knowledge Base. Let Θ be the set of duplet concept-words
(ρ-wc) returned by the parser based on the user’s natural language command. Let Ω be the set
of sub-concepts. The NKB enables the mapping from Θ to Ω. To do so, the NKB implements the
following functionalities: (i) isInKB: if wc written in the KB accept, otherwise reject, (ii) inferSC:
return the ν linked to the wc , and (iii) addToKB: add the mapping from wc to ν.
In order to demonstrate the NKB’s learning ability, we task 18 users to interact with AI pptX for
creating 5 slides using natural language commands. In this experiment we observe the learning
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Figure 2: NKB Learning from user interaction
capability of AI pptX due to a decrease in user-input commands by up to 45% as well as identify the
limitations of the NKB. Indeed, NKB learns a new word wc it encounters by permanently mapping
it to a sub-concept ν and does not have the ability to forget the mapping. NKB assumes a perfect
world scenario, where only collaborative and informed users interact with AI pptX. However, we
realize that in a real world setting, there are user generating wrong labelling. As AI pptX is designed
to be deployed in a real-world environment, we design a Robust Knowledge Base (RKB) that has the
ability to forget incorrect mappings and adapts to the majority of users.
Robust Knowledge Base This part introduces the Robust Knowledge Base (RBK). This new KB
is designed to answer the limitations of the NKB.
Definition 2. Let β(ρ, ν, wc) be the BeliefScore the RKB has for a word (wc) in a sub-concept (ν)
belonging to concept (ρ). β(ρ, ν, wc) = P ((wc ∈ ν)).
Definition 3. Let RKB be the Robust Knowledge Base. Let Θ be the set of duplet concept-words
(ρ-wc) returned by the parser based on the user’s natural language command.
The RKB enables the mapping from Θ to Ω with the ability to forget incorrect mappings given by
malicious users. Instead of permanently mapping the first input, RKB maintains a BeliefScore of
each triple ρ-ν-wc. Every time a user interacts with AI pptX to choose a sub-concept, the RKB up-
dates the discrete probability distribution and re-normalizes the score. To do so, the RKB implements
the following functionalities: (i) isInKB: if the triplet ρ-ν-wc is written in the KB accept, otherwise
reject, (ii) addToKB: add ρ-ν-wc to the RKB with an initial BeliefScore, (iii) inferSC: return
arg maxuΩ(β(ρ, u, wc)), (iv) increaseBelief : increase the BeliefScore of the triplet ρ-ν-wc, and
(v) decreaseBelief : decrease theBeliefScore of the triplet ρ-ν-wc. Let s be the number of slides cre-
ated so far. Then we have the following formulas for updating theBeliefScore at each slide creation:
β(ρ, ν, wc)
increaseBelief←−−−−−−−−−− β(ρ, ν, wc) ∗ s−1s + 1s or β(ρ, ν, wc)
decreaseBelief←−−−−−−−−−− β(ρ, ν, wc) ∗ s−1s
Experimental Results and Discussion We perform many experiments with varying parameters.
We represent the set of concepts ρ and subconcepts ν in our experiment using a dictionary. The
main motivation to simulate human users is because its expensive for employing over 1000 humans
to test AI pptX, we also want to reproduce the experiments with the goal of comparing the naive
KB and robust KB without biasing humans. We simulate identical users in exactly the same order
to compare the performance between the RKB and Naive KB using the MatchingScore metric
as well as demonstrate the superior performance of the RKB. We introduce MatchingScore as an
evaluation metric to compare performance of both KB’s.
Definition 4. Let Vwc be the vector of words given by the user to create slides. Let Vpν be the
vector of predicted sub-concepts (ν) by the KB. Let Vζ be the vector of true sub-concepts. We have:
|Vwc | = |Vpν | = |Vζ | = n. Let λ(Vpν , Vζ) be the MatchingScore, then we have: MatchingScore
= λ(Vpν , Vζ) =
∑n
i=1 1(vpνi = vζi)
User Simulation To simulate a user, we generate a corpus of potential words humans would
commonly use when interacting with AI pptX. We use Gensim [Rˇehu˚rˇek and Sojka, 2010] for loading
the word vectors trained on the Google News dataset [Google and mrt033, 2019]. The model contains
300-dimensional vectors for 3 million words and phrases. The phrases were obtained using a simple
data-driven approach described in [Mikolov et al., 2013]. Given a ν, we use Word2Vec to retrieve the
ordered list L of the N closest neighbors wc. N can be varied from small to large values to account
for the diversity of vocabulary employed by a user. For each ρ, the simulated user selects randomly a
ν, then it picks with respect of a given pdf a corresponding wc. The User Distribution (UD) or pdf
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for a user is modeled by being ∝ 1log(n) , ∝ 1n or ∝ 1n with n [0, N ]. These models encapsulate the
diverse behaviours from a wider to a more targeted vocabulary. We identify two types of users for
simulation based on the NKB experimental results in fig. 2 (a) Collaborative&Informed users and
(b) Non-Collaborative users. Users belonging to category (a) will use a wc belonging to the list L of
the same corresponding ν. Users belonging to category (b) will use a wc belonging to the list L of
another ν. We define α that represents the ratio of Collaborative & Informed users to the total number
of users in our experiments. We use a parameter α to represent the ratio of type (a) users, which is
varied between 0.4 and 1. We assume in a real-world scenario at least 40% of users are collaborative.
The parameter N is varied between 5 and 1000, assuming that any user would know at least 5 words.
The parameter UD (pdf ) is varied between ∝ 1log(n) , ∝ 1n or ∝ 1n distributions with n [0, N ].
Experiment Parameters We repeated the experiment 10 times, resetting NKB and RKB every
time. Each experiment is divided in two phases, a learning phase and an evaluation phase. During
the learning phase, the two KBs are exposed to a proportion α < 1 of Collaborative & Informed Users.
In the evaluation phase, both KB’s are exposed only to Collaborative & Informed Users. For each of
the experiment (both in training and testing), the KBs are exposed to the creation of 3000 slides. We
average the results obtained across the 10 experiments and show them in fig. 3 and fig. 4.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Training phase evolution of MatchingScore in different experimental scenarios of the
creation of 3000 simulated slides with N = 50 and α = 0.6 for different pdf (Average of 10
simulations and smoothing rolling window of 20). The less users’ vocabulary variety is wide, the
faster the KB learns. (a) pdf∝ 1log(n) (b) pdf∝ 1n (c) pdf∝ 1n2
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Figure 4: Testing phase simulation results comparing NBK and RBK. Heatmap showing the
average difference of MatchingScore (score of RKB minus score of NKB) for the creation of 3000
slides. The MatchingScore is between 0 and 10. The x axis corresponds to the ratio α, the y axis
corresponds to the vocabulary size of the user. (a) pdf ∝ 1log(n) (b) pdf ∝ 1n (c) pdf ∝ 1n2
5 Insight Generation from Structured Data
In this section, we introduce the automated generation of AI Insights. We present: (i) the set of
primitives that generates insights from the raw data, (ii) the mapping from insights to human-friendly
text, (iii) a novel technique for the ranking and selection of insights, and (iv) the novel capability
for hierarchical analysis. We assume that the structured data set has a temporal dimension. Let
{x(τ)}tτ=0 be a time series with data x(t) at time t. We further assume that the data sample at each
time step is structured along one or more additional dimensions. Let D be the complete data set.
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Insight Generator Primitives
Definition 5. Let Ψ = {ψj}mj=1 be the set of primitives representing any function to be applied to D.
Definition 6. Let I = {Ik}nk=1 be the set of insights generated from the primitives Ψ: I = Ψ(D)
Examples of primitives ψj include: (1) Absolute value primitives: These ψj compute metrics on the
raw value of the time series: minimum, maximum, rolling average, volatility, etc. Or, (2) Comparison
primitives: These ψj use the bot access to the full historic of the data to compute metrics about the
time series and then compare the value at any time to these metrics: distance to the mean, percentile,
comparative factor [Perera, 2018], etc. The set of primitives Ψ is not fixed and is expected to grow
over time. We focus on the use of the comparative factor as illustration to creatre insights.
Definition 7. The comparative factor is a scale-independent measure function of a current value
relative to historical values. We use the Z-score as the comparative factor in our experimental results:
C(t) = x(t)−µ(t)σ(t)
The values of C generated by Ψ are generally numerical. Often, a reader is not able to easily
understand easily the significance of a given value of C if it is presented as a real number. Hence, we
need to formulate text sentences from the values of C.
Generate Text from Insights
Definition 8. Let χ be the function that generates readable text based on raw insights and let T to
be the set of text generated. Then, we have: T = χ(I,D)
Using the RTE data setD and the insights I generated by the primitives ψj , χ automatically generated
the insight shown on the slide in fig. 5 (a): “On [2019-06-30]1, [relative to the previous day]2, the
production of [Nuclear]3 energy was [1683997]4 MW, which is [significantly down]5 by [-13.75]6%
compared to historical variation.”
The bracketed parts are dynamically generated while the remainder of the sentence is the fixed
skeleton of the insight. (2) is a comparative temporal difference, The comparative factor C of the
series is computed for the values of ∆T (t) = x(t)−x(t−T ), the value of T is a parameter specified
when designing the primitives Ψ or by the user at run time. T is taken as input by χ, which outputs a
corresponding text description. Here, since T = 1, the ∆T (t) corresponds to the difference in energy
production from one day to the following, hence, χ outputs relative to the previous day. (5) is the
Comparative Region: Given any uni-modal distribution, [Perera, 2018] defines comparative regions
that are based on the mean µ and multiples of the standard deviation σ. Also, we define Cmin(t) and
Cmax(t) to be the smallest and largest values of C values observed in the past (up to but excluding
the current time). Let g be the function that maps a C value to its corresponding comparative region.
Further, let h be the function that maps the comparative region to a text description, θ = h(g(C)
In our example with the RTE data, ∆T (t) follows a Student’s t-distribution. AI pptX computes the µ
and σ and then C = −1.91, which maps to the comparative region [µ− 2σ : µ− σ[, which further
maps to the text insight significantly down. (1), (3), (4) and (6) are straightforward and completed
according to the chosen production type. AI pptX aims to give the user only the most interesting ones.
For that purpose, it needs to rank and/or select insights.
Insights Ranking and Selection
Definition 9. Let I ′ be the set of insights to be shown to the user. Let l be a function that takes an
insight and returns a score of this insight. Let m be a function that takes a score and selects or rejects
the insight associated to the score. Let Φ be the composition of these two function Φ = m ◦ l. Then,
we have: I ′ = Φ(I) with I ′ ⊂ I
To illustrate this with the RTE data set, we encoded different types of scoring functions l: (1) If
∆T (t) is equal either to the maximum or minimum of the series {x(τ)}tτ=0, then the insight score is
+∞. (2) Otherwise, l is defined as the absolute value function; i.e., the score of the insight becomes
the absolute value of its comparative factor, |C|. The selection function m first ranks the insights
according to their scores and it then keeps the k insights with the highest scores. k is a parameter
that may be fixed or specified by the user at run time. The insight shown above has been included
by AI pptX because of its C value of -1.91, which maps to the highest selection score of 1.91. It is
interpreted to mean that irrespective of the actual value of Nuclear production on 2019-06-30, its
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Figure 5: (a) Example of user requested slide with insights - Nuclear energy scale is divided by 3 (b)
Example of automatically generated dive slide.
change relative to the previous day was particularly remarkable compared to historic daily variation.
In fig. 5 (a), AI pptX presents the two most interesting insights I ′ along with the line graph of
the last week of energy production by industry across all regions of France. In the contrary, for
example, m rejected the least interesting insight (according to its score metric of 0.1), which is:
“On [2019-06-30]1, [relative to the previous day]2, the production of [Wind]3 energy is a value of
[103572]4MW, which is [slightly up]5 by [8.17]6% compared to historical variations.”
Hierarchical Explanation of Insights Financial time series data often has a hierarchical structure.
For e.g. (i) revenue of the trading division is the sum of the revenues of its desks, and (ii) the
profit/loss of a firm is the sum of the profit/loss of its many Lines of Business. This motivates the
need to not only create and highlight interesting insights, but also automatically generate further
explanations for these insights. In AI pptX, we refer to this type of explanation as dive analysis.
Definition 10. Let I” be the set of insights AI pptX includes in its dive analysis:
I” = Γ(I ′) with I” ⊂ I ′ ⊂ I where Γ is a function that selects the insights to be included.
Definition 11. Let T ” be the set of dive text insights generated by AI pptX: T ” = η(I”,D) where η
is the function that generates dive text comments.
Similar to financial time series data, the RTE data is hierarchical, since the national production
of energy for France is an aggregate over regions and over production types. AI pptX selects the
day-to-day Nuclear production as a dive insight since it has the highest selection score. It then
performs a driver/offset analysis by region for a specified production type. The driver/offset analysis
aims to understand which regions are responsible for the remarkable change in France’s Nuclear
energy production. ∆T (t) is the difference of energy production for all of France between time t
and t− T . Let δiT (t) be the difference of production for region i. Then, ∆T (t) =
∑R
i=1 δiT (t). The
driver/offset analysis consists of comparing the sign of the product of ∆T (t) and each of the δiT (t).
If this product is strictly positive (negative), then δiT (t) is defined as a driver (offset) of ∆T (t). The
generated, by η, dive slide with AI insight T ” is shown in the textbox of the slide in fig. 5 (b).
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a novel framework, AI pptX, to automate the generation of
PowerPoint slides through human-AI interaction. To provide an easily interpretable explanation of
the data displayed on the slides, we have also introduced the automated generation of AI Insights in
these presentations. We have also demonstrated the robustness of AI pptX to adapt for different types
of users through several experiments. Internally at J.P. Morgan, we have extensively tested AI pptX
on financial data in real world use cases. In addition, by applying the AI pptX framework to a data
set from the Electricity Transmission Network of France (RTE), we have demonstrated the broad
applicability of this emerging technology to other industries.
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